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Abstract--Somigl iana-type representation formulae are established for regular solutions in the 
theory of high-frequency harmonic oscillations of elastic plates with transverse shear deformation. In 
the exterior domain case, a special far-field pattern is introduced, which makes it easier to verify the 
radiation conditions. ~) 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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SECTION 1 
In what follows, Greek and Latin indices take the values i, 2 and I, 2, 3, respectively, and a 
superscript T denotes matrix transposition. 
Let S × [-ho/2, ho/2] be a region in R 3 occupied by a homogeneous and isotropic elastic 
material, where S is a domain in R 2 bounded by a simple closed C2-curve aS and h0 is the 
plate (constant) thickness. The finite domain enclosed by OS is denoted by S +, and we write 
S- =R 2 \ (S  +Llc3S). 
If transverse shear deformation is taken into account, then the system of equations governing 
the stationary oscillations of frequency w of the elastic plate can be written in the form [1], 
0 
= pw2h 2 A~(Ox)u(x) A(Ox)+(PCV2Ooh2 0 
pw 2 
(i) 
0 where A(0x) = A(~,  ~) ,  
[ h2DA + h2(A +/~)~12 - #u 
A (~1, ~2) = [ h2(A q" ft)~l~ 2
h2(  + 
h2uA + h2(A + p)~2 _/~ --P,~2] , 
z = (Xl,X2) T, u = (ul,u2, u3) T, h 2 = h~/12, A _-- ~ + ~,  A and/z  are the Lamd constants of 
the material ,  and p is the (constant) mass density. We assume that  
A+# > O, # > O, ~ > h -~ (2) 
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We also consider the boundary stress operator T(O~) = T(~,  ~)  defined by [1], 
/ h2()~ + 2#)v1~I + h2#//2~2 
T(~1,~2) = [ h2A~2~ + h2#//~2 
\ #//1 
h2#V2~l + h2Avi~2 0 
h2#Vl~l + h2(~ + 2#)v2~2 0 ) , 
where u = (ul,//2) T is the unit outward normal to OS. 
Vibration problems governed by (1),(2) occur, for example, in aerospace engineering and car 
manufacturing. 
SECT ION 2 
Any solution u e C2(S) n CI(S) of (1) in S can be written in the form [2], 
U ---- U (1) Jr U (2) q- U (3) 4- U (1) 4- U (2), (3) 
where 
(a + ~)u(~)= (a + ~)~(')=0, 
kl 2 + k~ k2(A + 3#) 2 2 = k lk  2 = A+2# ' 
[]3(j) = 0, U (~) = (0,0, U(~)) T 
#k2(k2h 2 - 1) k~ = k 2 1 
h2(;~ + 2#) ' h 2' 
(4) 
(5) 
with k s = pw2/#. Conditions (2) ensure that the k~ are strictly positive and distinct [1]. More 
specifically, if w = (Ul, u2, 0) T, then the U 0) and u (~) are defined by 
U(t) = [#k2h 2 (k 2 -k12)] -1 (A + k 2) [-h2 (A + 2#) grad div w + # grad u3], 
U(2)=[#k2h~(k2-k2) ] - t (A+k~)[ -h2( )~+2#)  grad div w + # grad ua] , (6) 
U (s) = k~ "2 curl curl w, 
4,) = (~ _ ~)-1 (~ + ~)~3, 4 ') = (~-  ~)-1 (~ + ~) ~3. 
In [2], it is shown that if the radiation conditions 
V(J) = O (R -1/') o~u) 
' OR 
Ou (O) 
u(3~) = O (R-X /2)  ' OR 
- - -~k jU  (j) _~. O (R -3 /2 )  , 
~ -  ik~(s ~) = O (R -3 /2 )  
(7) 
are satisfied as R = Ixl --* oo, then each of the exterior Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value 
problems for (1) has at most one solution. 
Natural as they may be, however, the radiation conditions (7) are difficult to check in practice. 
It is, therefore, advisable to design a simpler test for verifying whether a given vector function u 
satisfies (7). 
We consider the class .A w of functions u in S-  that, as R --* co, admit an asymptotic expansion 
of the form 
+ (ml x) -Fml 2) -m(3))sinO + (T/'t(O 1) + ~rt(O 2) --~ ~/'t(3)) COS 20 
+(mi  x) +ml  ') + m(43))sin2O + (m (D +m(3 ') + re(s3)) sin3O 
u2(R,8) = R - , /2  [ra (1, + m(2)-  m(43) + (m~t, + m~2, + 2toO)+ 2m(2) + re(s))sin0 
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+ (~,,~,, + 42,_ ~,~)~o~,_ (m,, ,, + m,,~, + m,:,) co.~ 
+ (m,:, +42, + ~,,:,),m~,_ (m~,, + ~,~2, + m;,,)cos3~ 
+ (m(21) +m (2) +m (3)- m (1,- m (')) sin38] + O (R-3/ ') ,  
o,(,,,,~ = R-,,, [,41, +,42, + (m;,, + m;,,)co,, + (41' +,4',), ,~, 
/ (I) ~.(2)~ sin 20] 0 
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Here, m~ ) = m}J)(R,~), l = 0,. . . ,10, and, as R---* oo, 
om}J~ o2m}Jl 
~J  ik~.~} ~)= o (R-I) = O(1), = O(R). (8) re}J) = O(11' OR ' Cg8 082 
THEOREM 1. Zfu E .A w, then u sat/sties the radiation conditions (7). 
This assertion is proved by direct calculation, where use is made of (6) and (8). 
An essential role in the solution of boundary value problems for (1) by means of integral 
equation methods (see, for example, [3]) is played by the single and double layer potentials, 
defined, respectively, by 
(V ~ (?) (x) = ~F  (x, y)@(y) ds(y), (W~°) (x)= los [T(cg~)D~(y'x)]Z~°(y)ds(y)' (9) 
where 
D~(x, 9) = (adj A ~) (O,) [t(x, y)E3I, 
3 
t (x ,y )  = ~-'~ bjH0 (') (k j l :  - Y l ) ,  
jffil 
(101 
Es is the identity (3 x 3)-matrix and H (1) is the Hankel function of the first kind of order zero. 
The constants bj are (uniquely I chosen so that 
(det A ~ (0=)) t(z, y) = h4# 2(A + 2/~ / (A + k~) (A + k~) (A + k23) t(x, Y) = -~(Ix - yl), (111 
where 6 is the Dirac delta. From (10 / and (11/, we see that A~(cg=)DW(x,y I = 0 for x # y. We 
also note that 
D~(x, y) = [~(y,  x)]T. (12) 
THEOREM 2. VW~o and WW~ defined by (9) belong to the class A w. 
The statement follows directly from the expansions of VW~o and W~o for y E OS and R = 
Ix[ --* co, and the asymptotic equality [4], 
Ho c') (kjlx- yl)= (~#/-'/2 (1 -ile'k' L=-~IR -'/2 + o (R-~/2). 
Theorems 1 and 2 justify the usual technique of seeking the solutions of boundary value prob- 
lems for (1) in the form of single or double layer potentials. 
SECT ION 3 
The classical (indirect) boundary integral equation method for the exterior Dirichlet and Neu- 
mann problems for (11 leads to integral equations on aS which, for certain frequencies w, do 
not have unique solutions [3]. This obstacle is overcome if the so-called direct method is used 
instead [5], which is based on a Somigliana-type r presentation formula in S-.  
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THEOREM 3. I fu E C2(S +) fh CI(s  +) is a solution of(l) in S +, then 
{ u(x) ,  xe8+,  1 V ~ (Tu las )  (x)  - W ~ (u las)  (x)  = ~u(x) ,  x e O~, 
O, xES- .  
This is proved in exactly the same way as the interior epresentation formula for the equilibrium 
bending of elastic plates [6]. 
Since the columns of D ~ defined by (10) satisfy (1) for x ¢ y, we may use (3) to write 
O~(y,x) = F(1)(y,x) + F(2)(y,x) + r(S)(y,~) -~-"y(1)(y, X) -~ V(2)(y, X), X # y, (13) 
where 
~(~) = 0. (14) Fi~ ) = 0, lak 
It is not difficult o verify that D ~ E A~; therefore, from Theorem 1and (13), we conclude that, 
as R = lYl -~  eo,  
r(~) = o (R -'/2) 0r(t) 
' OR 
o~(?) 
- -  - ik~(3 ~) = O (R -S /2 )  . 
(15) 
We denote by OKR, the circle of radius R with the centre the origin (chosen in S+), and 
regard y as (yl,y2,0) T. 
THEOREM 4. If y E OKR and u E C2(S -)  N CI(S -)  M A w is a solution of (1) in S-,  then, as 
R = I~l -~ eo,  
[TU (.8) - ih2  (A + 2#)ksU(/~)] a =O(R-a /2) ,  
[~(~,-,,,2 (~, + ~.).~,~,]° :o(R-., 1 , 
[~(.,-,,,2.,..u,Io-- o (R-,, ,) ,  [~(,,-,,,~.,,,,.(,,]o,_- o (R-,,~), 
[,~(,,] _-o(~-,,,) [~(,,] _- o(~,~,) 
3 ' 3k ' 
U(~) ik~l (k2 -2,. (~} = _,~,,,.~ (-~) + o (R-~,2), 
06) 
The above estimates are derived from (4), (7), (14), and (15) at the end of some intricate 
computations. 
THEOREM 5. / fue  C2(S -)  N CI(S -)  N .A ~ is a solution of (1) in S-,  then 
I 0, 
1 
-V~(Tu las )Cx)  + w~C~las)Cx)  = 5u(x) ,  
u (x ) ,  
x E S +, 
x E OS, 
xES- .  
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PROOF. Let KR be the disk of boundary OKR with R sufficiently large, so that  OS lies entirely 
within KR.  Theorem 3 in S -  N KR yields 
_ V ~ (Tulos) (x) + W~'(ulas)(x) + {o, 
1 
= 
/ 
Olfa 
x e R 2 \ n $:R), 
x e OS u OKa, 
xES-NKR.  
{ D~'(x, y)T(Ou)u(y) - [T(Ou)D~(y, x)lT u(y) } ds(y) 
(17) 
Using (12), (3), and (13), and then (4), (7), and (14)-(16), after a lengthy calculation, we find 
that  
[D'~(y, x)] T T (0¢) u(y) - [T (0~) D~(y, x)] T u(y) = i (k2 - kl)  k-~lk~ 1
x [h 2 (A + 2#)(k  2 - k~) (k 2 _ k22) + #k 2] L u3f (,)~/3(2) _ u3(2)'y~(')lj + 0 (R -2) . 
Since, by (5), h2(~ + 2/I)(k 2 - k~)(k 2 - k~) + #k 2 = 0, we deduce that the integrand in the second 
term on the left-hand side in (17) is 0 ( / / -2 ) .  The statement of the theorem now follows if we let 
R -~ ~ in that  formula. 
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